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Chortau dual dash cam manual

Image not available proAku: (No reviews yet) Write an SKU review: kelmanvit3546 UPC: ★【Dash Cam Front and Rear】This dual dash cam equipped with a 1080P front camera and waterproof rear camera. A car dashcam with 6 IR LEDs and a wide dynamic range, the front camera captures license plates and road signs clearly even at
night, ensuring you get the best shots. The widescreen front (170°) and rear (130°) camera help eliminate blind spots of your vision. ★【Loop Recording &amp; Emergency Accident Locks】: Seamless loop recording overwrites old recording with new content when the card is full. Variable Sensitivity G-Sensor automatically detects a
sudden collision and immediately saves the footage and locks it into an SOS file. This prevents overwriting and thus protects your video evidence. Keep you away from dispute management. This dash cam supports up to 32GB micro SD cards (card not included). ★Warm tips: Please ★ 【Dash Cams with parking mode】 : The dash
cams will automatically turn on and start recording as soon as the impact is detected, providing you with video proof if your car is scratched by someone in the parking lot. This ensures your peace of mind with a complete 24x7 tracking of your car. We recommend some important feature settings for your daily use: G-Sensor level choose
low or turn off; loop record, choose 3 minutes; choose motion detection off ; choose On to the parking monitor. ★【Easy to install &amp; Use】This dash cam is very easy to install and operate with reference images in our user guide. The included suction holder can be easily connected anywhere on the windscreen in seconds. Just
connect the SD card (not included) and connect to the power supply. Car dash cam starts recording immediately after ignition, turn off and save video when you turn off the engine. ★【3 year warranty &amp; 100% satisfaction guaranteed】 : CHORTAU is a remarkable company and believes in driving innovations to add value to our
customers. We offer a 3 year warranty with a 100% satisfaction guarantee for this dual dash cam and 7*24 hour technical support. If you have any questions from this dashcam, please contact our customer service (support@chortau.cc). So, go ahead and add to the basket. 1.Adjust the G-sensor sensitivity to low or turn it off if your
monitor displays a full card even with the loop recording function open for this dash cam.2.The built-in 150mAh battery function is for emergency recording and setting storage only. Please keep the dashcam plugged in always, the dual dash cam will shut down after 5 seconds when there is no external power connection.3.To to ensure
trouble-free video recording, please kindly turn off the motion detection of this dash cam while driving.4.If you want to turn off the screen but the dash cam is still recording, just select screensaver in settings, dashcam will keep recording as normal. CHORTAU B-T13 Dual Dash CamThe CHORTAU B-T13 is a Chinese camera released in
2019, which has become very popular on Amazon. While processor and CMOS sensor specifications have not been disclosed, we suspect that the camera uses the JIELI AC5601A processor and the Galaxycore GC2023 CMOS sensor. These components are somewhat common in cheap two dash cams. Video qualityVideo quality of the
front camera is average during the day and poor at night. The front camera records 1080p video at 30fps. There are many complaints about choppy/flashing video with this camera. The 6 IR LEDs at the front of the camera are useless and do not improve video quality. The rear camera is waterproof and can be installed inside or outside
the vehicle. Unfortunately the rear camera records at 480p and has very poor video quality, especially at night. The Court Camera function can be used as a backup camera. It comes with a red wire that you can tap on the backlight of your vehicle. When this red wire is connected, the dash cam display automatically switches to the full
screen to the backup camera when it goes backwards. One of the main negatives of the rear camera is that it records the mirror image of the correct orientation of the rear camera. There is no way to rotate this image. The B-T13 has a 3 screen, g-sensor and unsuggty parking mode. The screen can display 1 of 5 modes while driving: only
the front viewObservation OnlyView in the image view, the front view a large view of the rear view small, the image in the image view, the view from the front view a small rear view largeShopping the front view and half the rear viewThe camera does not come with GPS or WiFi. The B-T13 comes with a suction suction suction light that
allows you to rotate 360° to record interactions on side windows (i.e. a police traffic stop). Error notifications appear on the screen and no audio notifications are available. Chortau B-T13 is a medium-sized camera with a size of 76 mm x 41 mm x 15 mm. The build quality is average at best and some owners have complained about quality
control issues. Breaking handles and microSD cards that don't stay in the camera are some complaints occasionally raised. Another concern raised is that the camera gets very hot while running for more than 10 minutes. The suave and suspension form factor is slightly less discreet than many wedge or cylindrical cameras.
SupportCHORTAU provides very little support for this camera and we haven't seen any firmware updates since it was launched. Note that while the camera has a large number of very good reviews on Amazon, CHORTAU provides a free gift in exchange for 5-start reviews. This can affect the ratings there. CHORTAU Free GiftMemory
card errors are the most common problem reported. Make sure you are using a high quality microSD card purchased from a reputable source. Sample VideosDay Video - Front Day Video - Rear (jump to 56 seconds in video) Night Video - Front should I buy? While the CHORTAU B-T13 was a popular camera on Amazon, we are not
impressed with the video quality of this camera which is at best during the day and poor at night. Build quality quality is not the largest and there is virtually no support. We suspect that a free gift in exchange for positive reviews influenced Amazon's rating for this camera. The only real positive for this camera is the low price of $50. If your
budget is $50, it's better to skip dual cameras and get better quality single camera. SpecificationsPublished: June 13, 2020 2020
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